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Abstract 
Ferrero. M.. A. Paques and A. Solecki. On Z,-extensions of commutative rings. Journal af 
Pure and Applied Algebra 72 (1991) 5-22. 
We study ZI,,-extensions of a commutative ring R. Some general properties corresponding to the 
finite Galois theory by Chase, Harrison and Rosenberg are proved. After that. we consider 
H,-extensions of commutative rings of characteristic p. We describe the structure of a 
Z,-extension and the H,-module T(Z,. R) of the isomorphism classes of &-extensions of R. 
via Witt vectors. Results on cyclic p”-extensions of rings of characteristic p, which are already 
known, are also recovered by direct and elementary methods. 
Introduction 
In this paper we mainly study Z’,-extensions of commutative rings of charac- 
teristic p where L, denotes the additive group of p-adic integers. In Section 1 we 
prove some general properties of Z,-extensions of any commutative ring R. In 
particular, we show that the set T(Z,,, R) of all isomorphism classes of Z,,- 
extensions of R can always be endowed with a Z,-module structure. This result 
was firstly proved by Kersten and Michalieek [6] in the case where R is a 
connected ring. 
* This research was partially supported by CNPq. FAPERGS, FAPESP and FINEP (Brazil). 
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In Section 2 we describe the structure of a Z,-extension of a I mmutative ring 
R of characteristic 7, via ‘Vitt vectors. It follows that a Z,-extension of R is 
&f;dys a quotient of a Pc.jilomial ring R[X] in an infinite set of indererminates. 
Also, we show that ?QP, R) is isomcrphic as Z,-module to I$‘( R) = W(R) / 
9 W(R ), where W(R) denotes the ring of W&t vectors with infinitely many 
components and PW(R) = (.z* - a: a E W(R)), ‘J;T denoting the pth power 
operator on rV( R). These results correspond to the classical results for c;lr:ic 
$-extensions of fields proved for rings in (131 and [4j. evertheless our proofs 
differ from those ones. 
In Section 3 we consider cyclic $-extensions of ring,; of cinaracteristic p. The 
main result here states that the Harrison group T(hIp”l R) of all the isomorph- 
ism classes of Hlp’Zextensrons of R is a free h /p”Z-niodule -with essentially the 
same basis of T(ZlpZ R) = RIiPR as B/@-vector space (9R = (d - a: a E 
R} ). In particular T@ lp”Z, F) = Z Ip”h for any finite field F of characteristic p. 
Finally, in Section 4 we come back to HP-extensions of rings of characteristic p. 
We prove that T(Zp, R) is isomorphic as Z,-module to the p-adic completion of a 
free HP-module. In particular, T(Z,, R) is free when dim,,,,,,(RISR) <m and 
T(Zp , F) = L, for any finite field F of characteristic p. 
Throughout this paper every ring is commutative with an identity 1 ar,d if S is a 
ring extension of R, then S and R share the identity element. Galois extensions of 
a ring R ax CtiiGGtred here in the sense of [2]. As usually a cyclic $-extension a i 
of R means a GaIois extension with a cyclic Galois group (0) generated by an 
automorphism Q of order p”. The fixed subring Aturn! will be denoted simply by 
A @. A Z,-extension S of R is defined as in [6, Section 11. Further, p will always 
denote a prime integer. Except in Section 1, R is always a ring of characteristic p. 
i.e., R is an algebra over the prime field GF( p). Unadorned 6 4ways means 0,. 
1. L,-extensions 
Let p be a prime integer, iet I’ be a topological multiplicative group isomorphic 
to the addi’ive group Z, of the p-adic integers and let T be a topological generator 
of r. We denote by 67, the quotient group T/rp”, which is cyclic of order p” with 
generator cr,, = c (mod PO) for every M 2 0. 
We recall the definition of a r-extension of a ring R (not necessarily of 
characteristic p) [6]. Let S be a commutative extension of R ar.J suppose is given 
an embegding r~ Aut,(S) such that the fixed ring Sr equals R. By setting 
RN = SrP for n 2 0, we obtain inclusions R = R, C R, C l l l C R,, C l l l C S and rn 
acts on R,l as a group of R-algebra automorphisms such that U,,(X) = U(X), for 
every x E R,, . The pair (S, (+) is said to be a r-extension (or Z,-extension) of R if 
s = UnO R, and if each (R,l, U-J is a cyclic p”-extension of R. 
Two r-extensions (S, (T) and (S’, a’) of a ring R are said to be isomorphic if 
there is an R-algebra isomorphism f : S- S such that fo (T = ~‘of. 
In this section we give some basic facts of Z,-estensions of rings. Firstly we 
have the following lemma: 
Lemr:a 1.1. Let (S, cr) and (S, c’) be two 
R-algebra homomorphism such that f 0 a = d 0 
p -62 tensions. 
a&df: S-+S’ afi 
tz isomorphis~~ 
Proof. Let S = U ,I =,) R,, where (I?, , cr.,) is a cyclic p”“-extension of R as above. 
Note that R,, = (a E S: o@*(a) = a}. Similarly for S’ = U,I-rb Ri. It easily follows 
that f( R,,) c R;# and so f,, = f IR, :R,, 3 R,: is a ronkcrnorphism of R-algebras with 
f ot.7 = ~~of,~. Thus f, is an isomorphism [Z, Theorem 3.41 and hence f is an 
ikmkphism. 0 
In (3, Theorem 2.5, (2)] the authors considered a field extension KR1 E’which is 
a Z,-extension and proved that the intermediste field? K,, = K“” are all the 
intermediate fields. To give a generalization of this result we need a definition. 
Let S I R be a Z,-extension and A an R-subalgebra of S. As in [2] we say that 
A is Z,-stroq if the restrictions to ,4 of any two elements of rare either equal or 
strongly distinct as mappings from A to S. It is clear that R,, is Z,-strong. for 
n 2 0, We have the follcwing proposition: 
Proposition X.2. Let A be avy R-subslgebra of S which is separable as R-algebra. 
Then there exists an integer n such that A c R,, . hz addition, if A is Z,-strong then 
there exists an integer m with A = R,, . in particular, the set (R,, ),,50 is the set of all 
the intermediate subrings which are R-separable and Z,-strong. 
Proof. Since A is R-separable there aaxist xi, y; E A, i = 1, . . . , r. with 
c 
r 
i=l X,Yi = 1 and CL=, xxi@yi = zfEI Xi~yiX in ABA, for every xE .A,. Let 7 
be any element of r and apply to the last relation the mapping p 0 (i 8 ~1 J, 
where p : S@S + S is the contraction mapping and i : A + S is the natural 
inclusion. We get x C F=, xi T( yi) = Cr=, xi 7( yj)7(x). Since S = U ,Izo R, thcrc 
exists an integer n such that xi, Yi E R,, , for i = 1, . . . , r. SO, for T = 8” we have 
x = #“(x), for every x E A. Herlce A C R,,. 
Now, if A is HP-strong, then it is also (ctl)-strong and it follows from the 
fundamental theorem for Cialois extensiors of [2] that A F Rr, for a subgroup H 
of (c,~). Since H = (ok”‘) for some m, we have A = R$ = SfP = R,,,. 0 
Corollary 1.3. Let S > R be a HP-extension and assume that S is a connected ring. 
Then the usual correspondence of the Galois theory is ( one-to-one correspondence 
between the set of all the R-separable subalgebras of S and the set of all the closed 
subgroups of r. Further, in this case r = Aut,(S). 
Proof. It is known that {I@: n IO} is the set of all the closed subgroups of f. 
Thus the first part follows from the above proposition. 
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Suppose that ‘7 E Aut,(S). Then &,, : R,,+ S is 
So &, = a;;, fo; 0 5 i,, 5 p” - 1, by [2, Corollary 
get that the projection of i,,, over Z/p’? coincides 
A=li&,,EZ, with r= a*Er. Cl 
an R-algebra homomorphism. 
3.21. Also, if tr < m we easily 
with i,, + p”Z. So there exists 
Let (S = U ,,20 R,, , o) and (S’ = U ,,?” Rj,, a’) be two Z,-extensions of R. If S 
and S’ are isomorphic J!,-extensions we get, as in the proof of Lemma 1.1, that 
(R,, , a;,) and (R,:, o-,‘J are isomorphic p’*-cyclic extensions, for every H ): 1. The 
converse is also true as we will prove in the following lemma. This llturma was 
proved in [6, Lemma 1.31 for R a connected ring. The methods of [ 111 make 
possible to prove it in general. 
Lemma 1.4. Let R be a ring and suppose that S and S’ are two Z,-extensions of R 
as above. If there is an isomorphism (R,, , o,, ) s (R,‘, , o,:) of cyclic p”-extensions for 
every n > 0, then (S, o) and (S’, a’) are isomorphic Zp-extensions. 
Proof. As is pointed out in the proof of Lemma 1.3 of [6], it i3 enough to 
construct isomorphisms of cyclic extensions f,, : R,, + R,:, for every n > 0, such 
that X:1!?,,_, =J2--1‘ So we may reduce the question to the following. 
Let (A, (T) and (B, p) be two cyclic p”-extensions of R and set A’ = AuP 
n-l 
and 
B’ = BP”‘-‘_ Assume that there are isomorphisms of cyclic extensions h : A + B 
and 11’ : A’+ B’. Then there exists an isomorphism of cyclic extensions g : A + B 
such that gi,l, = h’. We assume the affirmation is true if R Es a connected ring and 
we show it is true for any R. In the rest of the proof we will use freely the results 
of [8, Chapter II] and of [ 11, Sections 2 and 31. We also borrow the notation from 
181 . 
Let X(R) denote the boolean spectrum of R and take x E X(R). Then (A,, a,) 
and ( BVV, e,) are cyclic p”-extensions,of R, and h, : A, * B, islan isomorphism of 
cyclic extensions. Also (AI = A$ 
“-‘-extensions 
, u-~ 1 A;) and (B-i = B$ , p., I& are cyclic 
P of R, and h: : A’ x+ B_i is an isomorphism of cyclic extensions. 
Since R, is connected there exists an isomorphism of cyclic extensions 
g” : A .,. * B, such that g” 1 A; = h_$ So there exists an idempotent e E R with 
e, = 1, and an Re-algebra isomorphism g’ : Ae+ Be such that ge = g”. Since Ae is 
a finitely generated projective Re-module, there exist s,, . . . , s,, in Ae which 
generate Ae as Re-module. By the above ((g’ 0 (z - p og’)(s’)), = 0 and so there 
are idempotents e,. E R with e, = 1, and (g’ 0 u - p oge)(si)ei = 0, i = 1, . . . , m. 
We put e’ = e, l . . e,,, and we have (g’e’oo- pQg’e’)(s,e’) =0 for i = 1,. . . , m. 
Therefore gee’ 0 a] Aee, = p 0 gee’] zlee,. By changing ee’ by e we have an Re-algebra 
isomorphism g’ : Ae+ Be which is an isomorphism of cyclic extensions and such 
that (g’),l,, = g-‘lA, = h:. Repeating the above arguments with this last condition 
we can determine an idempotent e’% R such that gee”lA,cPV, = h’lA,eett. Then, by 
changing again the notation for the idempotent ee”, we may assume that there 
exists an idempotent e E b‘ with e, = 1, and an Re-isomorphism of cyc!ic exten- 
sions gc : Ae+ Be such that g”iA.C, = h’]..,. 
The above construction can be made for every XE X(R). Thus as in [8, 
Proposition II.271 we find a suitable set {e,, . . . . e,.} of pairwise orthogonal 
idempotents of R, whose sum is 1, such that for every r = 1, . . . , r there exists an 
isomorphism of cyclic extensions g”, : Ae, + Be; with gr,]A.C,, =K]A+r . Then the 
mapping g = g” CJ3 l *m@g’, from A=~~=,@Ae, onto B=~~_&%, is the 
desired isomorphism. The proof is complete. c3 
Now we can repeat the arguments in [6] in order to endow the set T(R) = 
T(ZP , R) of isomorphism classes of Z,-extensions of R with a Z,-module 
structure. 
Firstly, it is known that for any finite abelian group G, the Harrison group 
T(G, R) is the group defined on the set of all isomorphism classes of Galois 
extensions of R with Galois group G [5]. If A is a Galois extension of R with a 
Galois group G (resp. with a cyclic Galois group (p)), the class which contains A 
will be denoted by [A] (resp. either by [A] or [A. p]). The operation in T(G, R) 
is defined as follows: 
[A] *[B] = [(A@ B)‘“], for all [A],[B] in T(G, R), where 6G = {(Cl, (T): 
aEG} and G acts on (A@B)*G as (~81: aEG). 
If G is a cyclic group of order p”, n ~0, we set T,,(R) for T(G, R) = 
T(Z /p”Z, R). Every element of T,,(R) has an order which is a divisor of p” [5, 
Theorem 41 and so T,,(R) is a Z/p’,&module in a natural way, for n 2 1. 
The canonical projection Zlp”B+Zlp’“Z, for m 5 n,$iduces a group homo- 
morphism y,,,.,, : T,,(R)+ T,,,(R) such that [A, &+[A@ , pi,,,ffl]. Thus we have 
a projective system ( TJ R), y,,,.,, ) and the abelian group @ T,,(R). Since T,,(R) 
is a Z/p”&module for n 2 1, lim T,,(R) is a Z,-Todule in a natural way. 
On the other hand, if S is a k:extension of R and R,, = SrP , we may associate 
to S the element ([R,,]),,,. in ni=(, T,,(R). It is clear that ([R,,]),,zo is in 
lim T,,(R) and the remark preceding Lemma 1.4 and Lemma 1.4 itself give the 
mowing corollary: 
Corollary 1.5. The mapping rc/ : T(R) + lim T,,(R) defined by [S] H ([R,,]),,,. is a V 
one-to-one correspondence. Cl 
Hereafter, we denote by ‘y,, : T(R)-, T,,(R) the natural mapping ~([s]) = [R,,]. 
The corollary guarantee‘ ;hat T(R) has a natural structure of Z,-module via $ 
and for such a structure ‘y,, is a group homomorphism. 
To end this section we give an explicit description of the (internal) operation in 
T(R). But first we prove a lemma. 
Lemma 1.6. Let (S = u ,, ?(, R,, , a) be a Z,-extension of R. Then : 
(i) For every n 2 V, R,, is a direct slrmmand of S as R,,-module. Irz particular. R 
is a direct sucnmarz~ of S as R-module. 
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(ii) For any commutative R-algebra A, S 8 A is a Z,-extension of A, where r 
acts on S@A as (rC%‘I: iEr), (P @ 1 is a topo!ogical generator of r and 
(S @ A),, = R,,@A. 
Proof. For every n 2 0 and m 2 n we have a trace mapping tr ,,,.,, : R,, + R,,. 
Now, take a fixed IZ 2 0 and choose c,, + 1 E R,, + , such that trn + ,,,Jc,~+ 1)= 1. By 
induction we get a sequence of elements c, E R, with tr,.,_ ,(c,) = c,_ 1, for all 
t > n. Note also that tr,,, ,, 0 tr, ,,, - tr, ,, , for t 2 m 1 n. 
Consider the exact ’ sequence & L,,, + R,), -% R,, -0, where n,,,(x) = 
tr ,,,., ,(c,,,x), for all x E R,,, , and b,, = ker(n,). From the above it easily follows 
that L,,, C_ L,, for m < t. Also, ar,,, 0 j,,, = id,,, for all m > n, where j,,, : R,, ---, R,, is 
the canonical inclusion. Therefore S = R,, 03 (u ,Pz,,l L,,,). 
(ii) Since R,, is an R-direct summand of S we have a natural injection 
R,, 8 A 4 S @ A. Also, it is clear that S 8 A = U,azo (R, 63 A). Now, r acts on 
S 8 A via 7 8 1, for every 7 E r. Since ii,,, (23 A is a cyclic p”‘-extension of A with 
a Galois group generated by a,,, 8 1, it is easy to see that this action defines an 
embedding r 4 Aut,(S Fn A) and g 63 1 is a topological generator of r (= r @ 1). 
Finally, if x E (2323 A)’ ’ we have x E R,,, C3 A for some m 2 n and also 
(&“I 63 l)(x) = x. So we have x E (R,,, 8 A)@“@) = R,, @A. Thus (S@ A)r”n = 
R,, 8 A, which completes the proof. q 
In the following proposition S and S’ are two Z,.,-extensions of R and we denote 
by [S] *[S’] the sum of [S] and [S’] in T(R). We put S* S’ = (S G9S’)“r, where 
ST = {(7-l, 7): 7 E r} and we consider the action of r on S * S’ given by T @ 1, 
T E r. We have the following proposition: 
Proposition 1.7. Let S = U ,,zo R,, and S’ = U nzO R,‘, two Z,-extensions of R with 
topoZogica1 generators CT and (T’ of r, respectively. Then S * S’ is a Z,-extension of 
R with the topological generator (T @ 1 of r and (S * S’),, = (R,, @ R:J6% In 
addition, [S] * [S’] = [S* S’] in T(R). 
Proof. By Lemma 1.6(ij, the natural inclusions induce injections 
for all n 2 1. Also, we easily see that S QD S’ = U ,,?(, (R,, 63 R,‘,). It is also clear 
that for tES@S’ we have (K%Da’)(z)=z if and only if (&&)(z)=z for 
every T E r. Therefore the above injections induce the following: 
(R,,-, 0 R,;_,)Sr,l-l 4 (R,, 69 R,‘JaC1 4 (S (29 S’)“‘ . 
Also (S 8 S’)“‘ = UrlnO (R;, (22 R:,)% 
Now, r acts on S 8 S’ as 7 @ 1, for every 7 E P: and it is easy to see this defines 
an embedding r 4 Aut,(S 9” S’)“.). Also u @ 1 is a topological generator of r. 
WC show that ((S 8 S’)“‘)’ ’ = (R,, 8 R,‘J% In fact, if v E ((S@ S’)“.)‘.“, then 
(c/‘@l)(y)=y and there exists m 2 n such that- y E (R,,, @ R,:J”k So 
yE R,,@R,:,. By using (a%a’)(y)=y we have (I@&‘“)(y)= 
( 
(fP”@ (.fP” 
mp”@J I)(Y) = Y and we get y E (R,, 0 R,#J% This shows that 
((S @0 S’)s’j’.p” = (R,, 8 R;J”‘;I. 
Therefore we have a tower R C (R, @ R$‘l C (R, 8 Ri)“‘; C 9 l l C (S 8 S’)“’ in 
which (R,, @ R,:)“‘;l is a cyclic p”-extension of R with the group defined by a 
generator u,~ = (r @ 1 (mod rp”). The first part follows. 
Finally, with the notation of Corollary 1.5 we have 
which completes the proof. Cl 
2. HP-extensions of rings of characteristic p 
Throughout this section every ring is a GF( p)-algebra, where p is a prime 
integer. 
In order to give a description of the structure of a Z,-extension of a ring R we 
will need the ring of Witt vectors ([ 12, p. 162-1671 and [lo. p. 93-1191). We 
recall some basic facts that we will use next. 
Let A be any ring of characteristic p. We denote by W(A) the set of all the 
infinite sequences (a,, a,, . . .), where aj E A. There exist polynomials s ;(X, Y) = 
sj(x[b, l l l 9 xi, y[jV . . * 7 Yi) (resp. /?Z,(X, Y) = m,(X,,. . . . , Xi, Yo, . . . , Y;)) in 
the indeterminates (X0, . . . , Xi, Yo, . . . , Yj) with coefficients in the prime field 
GF(p) of A, i=O,l,. . . such that for a=(a,,a,,. . .) and b=(6,,,6,,. . .) in 
W(A) we have 
a + b = (s,,(a,,, h,h S*(% a,, bw 0 - * 3 
ab = (m&q,, b,,), m&q,, boy a,, b,L - - .) - 
These polynomials are the unique polyno - mials satisfying certain conditions and 
endowing W(A) with a structure of commutative ring [ 10, p. 941. For example, we 
have so(Xo, Y,,) = X0 + Y. and m,,(X,,, Y,,) = X,,Y,,. The zero and the identity 
elements of W(A) are 0 = (0, 0, 0, . . .) and I= (1, 0, 0, . . .), respectiirely. 
The shift operator V : W(A) + W(A) is defined by V(a,,. /I; -! = 
(0 7 a,,, a,, . . . ) and it satisfies V(a + b) = V(n) + V(b), for all a, b in rY( d : ; nlso. 
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the pth power operator T : W(A)+ W(A) is defined by r(a) = aR = (ad, af, . . .), 
for all a = (a,,, a,, . . .) E W(A). Then 7~ is a ring endomorphism of W(A), 
pa = V(a”), for every a E W(A), and Vo n = ~4. 
Two elements a and b in W(A) are disjoint if for every i 10, either ai = 0 or 
bi = 0. In this case we have a + b = (a,, + b,,, a, + b,, . . .). 
If p is an homomorphism (resp. automorphism) of the ring A, then p has a 
natural extension to W(A). We denote this extension by p again. 
For every n 2 1, J,I = {a E W(A): a,, = l l - = arr_ , = 0} is an ideal of W(A). \ve 
denote by W,,(A) the quotient ring W(A) I’J,~ and by p,, : W(A) * W,,(A) the 
canonical epimorphism, n 2 1. Then W,l(A) may be identified with the set of all 
the elements of the form (a,,, a,, . . . , a,, _ , ), ai E A, and the operations in W,l (A) 
are given as abov: by the same polynomials Si and mi, i = 0, . . . , n - 1. It is clear 
that for n 5 m there is a natural epimorphism of rings W,,,(A) + W,l (A). The ring 
W(A) does not have H-torsion while for every a E W,,(A), p’a = 0. So the prime 
subring of W,j(A) is Blp”Z. 
If f denotes either V, n or p above, then f(J,]) c J,I and so f induces a natural 
morphism in W,,(A) which we will denote by f again. 
Let R[X] be the polynomial ring in an infinite set of indeterminates X = 
(X,,, X,, . * ’ ). For a E W(R) we denote by (X” - X- a) the ideal of R[X] 
generated by all the components of (X” - X- a) E W(R[X]). We denote 
S, = R[X]I(X” - Y - a) and we set x = (x,,, x, , . . .) the coset of X modulo 
(X” - X - a), i.e., Xi = Xi + (X” - X - a) for every i 2 0. 
Now we are able to get the main results of this section. 
Theorem 2.1. Let a = (a,, a,, . . .) E W(R). Then S, is a Z’,-extension of R, where 
a topological generator u of r is defined by a(x) = x + 1, in W(S,). Furthermore, 
Proof. The mapping cp : R[X]* R[X] defined by q(X) = X + 1 in W(R[X]) and 
<PI/3 = id, is an R-isomorphism of rings and cp(Xn - X - a) = (X” - X - a). Thus 
q induces an R-automorphism u of Sa such that o(x) = x + 1. Given an integer 
t=C~=,, Aip’, OlAi( p - 1, we have U'(X) - x + tl = x + Cr=,, hiV’( 1). From 
this we get ~~“1~ = id,,,, 
Sg” 
n ‘1 
where R,, denotes the subring R[x,,, . . . , x,, _ J of S,. We 
show that = R,, . In fact, if there exists m > n and s E R,, - R,,_, with 
oP”(s) = s, we may choose m minimal with this condition and such an s is an 
element of the following type: s = c r_J; xx:,, h E R,,,_, for 0 5 i 5 p - 1. Thus 
(TV”’ = s, aP”‘( fi) = h and since c#“‘~(x,~~) = x,,,+ 1 we easily get J;: = 0 for 
15 i 5 p - 1, a contradiction. Therefore SIP” = R,, , for every n 2 0. In particular 
Sz = R. It is also clear that S, = &2C, R,, . 
Let A = CT=,, Aii-‘i E Z,, 0 5 ,)ci 5 p - i. We define ch : S, -+ S, in the following 
way. If s E S,, there exists n 2 0 such that s E R,,. We put CT*(S) = &=(: *lpi(s). It 
13 
can easily be checked that U* is a (well defined) R-automorphism of S, and also 
that the mapping cy : Z, + Auf,&), a( A) = u*, is an embedding. Furthermore, 
the image of p” under a! is up” E rp” and so c = cu( 1) is a topological generator of 
r = IY(H*). 
Now, a,, = c&,, is an automorphism of R,, whose order is p”. Atso R: = Sz = 
R. Let t be an integer with 0 c t 5 p” - 1 and write t = c:‘=;’ A, pi, 0 5 Ai 5 p - 1. 
and A, # 0. From a’(x) = x + c:‘=;’ A,V’( 1) we easily get o:,(x& - x, = A, is invert- 
ible in &,. Hence R,, is a cyclic p’*-extension of R with the Galois group (a,, j, by 
[2, Theorem 1.3(f)]. This completes the proof. Ci 
The extension (S,, a) constructed in the above theorem will be called the 
canonical HP -extension associated with a. 
To prove a converse of the theorem we need to point out the following: 
Remark 2.2. Let (A, p) be a cyclic p”-extension of R and B = A@“-‘. Then for 
every u E B such that trP&) = 1 there exists x E A with A = B[x] and o(x) = 
x i u. The proof of this fact easily follows from Theorem 1.4 of [9]. 
Theorem 2.3. Let (S, a) be a k,-extension of R. Then there exists x E W(S) such 
that a(x) = x + 1. In addition, such an x satisfies S = R[x] and xrr - x E W(R), 
where R[x] means ?Z[x,, x,, . . .]. 
Proof. Consider the tower R = R,, C R, C R, C l l l C S, where R,, = S’““. By in- 
duction WC, will construct x,__ I E R,, such that R,, = R[x,, . . . , x,, _ J and 
0(x,, . l - , x,,-,) = (x,, - - * , x,, _, ) + 1 (we identify p( 1) with 1). Once this is 
made it is enough to take x = (x,, x,, . . .) E W(S). Then CT(X) =x + I, S = R[x] 
and (T(x~ - x) = (x + 1)” - (x + 1) = X~ - x. So xp - x E W(R) and hence x satis- 
fies all the required conditions. 
Since R, is a cyclic p-extension of R with a Galois group (&, j, the existence of 
x,E R, such that R, = R[x,] and u(x~) = x, + 1 follows from [9, Theorem 1.2]. 
We assume that there exists (x,, . . . , x,,--))E W,,_,(R,,_,) such that R,,_l = 
R[x,, . . . ,x,J and a(~,, . . . , xnm2) = (x,, . . . , x,,_~) + 1 in w,,_,(R,,_,) C 
W,,_,(R,,). Since the obvious mapping W,,(R,,_,)-, W,,_,(R,,_,) is an homo- 
morphism, there exists u E R,,_, such that 
(&j, - - ’ 9 U(XII_Z), u) = (X”, * ’ * , -yp 0) + 1 * 
Hence, for all r 2 1 we have 
W(X”), - * . , d(Xn3), P(U)) = (cqX(J, . . . , or-‘(x,~-)), 0) + 1 - 
By induction we get 
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(a’(x,,), . . . 9 a’(x,,_2), d -l(u) + * l * + u(u) + If) = (x,,. . . - , x,,+ 0) + rl . 
Thus 
(#“&J, . l . , d”-l(x,,_,), frmlR,,_,@)) 
= i x0, * l l 7 x,,_p 0) + (0,. l l 90, 1) = (x,,, l l * 9 x,,+ 1) - 
Therefore tr+ 
rr -1 
(u) = 1 and there exists x,,_ I E R,, with R,, = R,, _, [x,,_ ,] and 
4%1) = q-1 + u, by Remark 2.2. Consequently, 
‘Tix.,,, * - * 7 x,, ‘7 x,,-,I = (4X”), ’ * - , +,,_z), u(x,,_,)) 
= (U(X(,). . . . , &-,,-I)9 u) + (0, * - l ,o, x,,_J 
= i x’,,. * * - , x,,_p X,1-l) + 1 - 
The proof is complete. 0 
Corollary 2.4. Let S be a ring extension of R and let p be an R-automorphism of S. 
Then (S, p) is a Z,-extension of R if and only if there exists a E W(R) such that 
(S, p) is isomorphic to the canonical extension (S,, 0). Moreover, in this case we 
may take a = x3 - x, for any x E W(S) with p(x) = x + 1. 
Proof. The ‘if’ part is clear. For the converse, choose x E W(S) such that 
p(x) = x + 1 and take a = xx - x E W(R). Let Y = ( Yo, Y, , . . .) be an infinite set 
of indeterminates and define <p : R[ Y]+ S by ~1~ = id, and rp( Y) = x. Since 
g(Y” - Y-a)=x”-x-a= 0, <p defines an R-homomorphism $ : S, + S. This 
is the required isomorphism, by Lemma 1.1. Cl 
The ring of Witt vectors W(R) has a natural structure of Z,-module defined as 
follows. If A = c y=. A,p’ E Z,, , 0 5 A,. 5 p - 1, a E W(R) we put Aa = c F&I h,V’(a) 
(this is clearly a well-defined element in W(R)). It is easy to check that 
9 W(R) = (ax - a: aE W(R)} is a Z,-submodule of W(R). We set w(R) = 
W(R) /P W(R) for the quotient Z,-module. 
Given a Z,-extension (S, CT) of R we may choose dn element x E W(S) with 
U(x) = x + 1. So a = xa - x E W(R). We define @ : T(R)+ w(R) by O([S, u]) = 
[a], which is a (well defined) one-to-one correspondence by Theorems 2.1, 2.3 
and the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.5. Suppose that a, b are in W(R) and let (S, , a) and (&, , CT’ ) be the 
canonical Z,-extensions associated with a and b, respectively. Then (Sa, a) and 
(S, , CT’ ) are isomorphic Z,-extensions if and only if a f b (mod 9 VV(R )). 
roof. Suppose there exists r E W(R) with 6 = b + rT - r. Let X and Y be sets of 
infinite indeterminates and define an R-homomorphism of rings cp : R[X]+ R[ Y] 
bY (Pit?= id, and cp(X) = Y + r (in W(R[ Y])). Since cp(X” - Y - a) = (Y” - Y - 
b), there is an induced homomorphism <p’ : Sa + S, given by p’(x) = y + r, where 
x E W(S,) and y E W(S,) are the canonical generators. We get that 9’ is an 
isomorphism of Zp-extensions, by Lemma 1 .l. 
Conversely, assume that 9 : Sa -+ Sb is an isomorphism of Z,-extensions and let 
x and y be the canonical generators of Sn and Sb, respectively. We easily get 
r-q(~)-YEW(R) and r”-r=a-b. 0 
In order to show that 0 is an homomorphism of H,-modules we introduce a 
further notation. Suppose that S and S’ are R-aigebras. If a = (a,, a,, . . .) E 
W(S),weputa@Ol=(aO@O1,a,@l ,... ) E W(S @ S’). Then it easily follows that 
(a@l)““= a”@1 and (a + b)@l= a@i + b@l, for a and b in W(S). Also, if 
h : S+ S is an homomorphism of R-algebras, then h 0 1 : W(S 0 S’) + W(S @ S’) 
verifies (h 8 l)(a 8 1) = h(a) $0 1, a E W(S). We have similar remarks considering 
S’ instead of S. When r E W(R), 08 1 = 163 r. 
Theorem 2.6. The mapping 0 : T(R)* w(R) is an isomorphism of Z,-mod&s. 
Proof. We have already seen that 0 is a one-to-one correspondence. Let (S, (T) 
and (S’, u’) be two Z’,-extensions of R and choose x E W(S), y E W(S) with 
0(x)=x+1 and o’(y)=y+l. Put a=x”-xEW(R) and b=y”-YEW(R). 
Since O([S, o])= [a] and O([S’, a’]) = [b], we have to show that 
O([S, a] * [S’, a’]) = [a + b]. 
Consider r=x@l+l@yEW(S@S’). Since (a-‘~(Tl)(t)=~-l(~)~l+ 
l@a’(y)=(x- 1)~1+1~(y+1)=~~1+1@y=z, it follows that zE 
W((S (29 S’)“j = W(S * S’), by Propositicn 1.7. Also, (a@ l)(z) = z + 1. 
Therefore, 
O([S, o] * [S’, a’]) = [zX - z] = [(x” - x) c3 1 + 1 @(y” - y)] 
=[a@l+l@b]=[a+b]. 
Consequently, 0 is an isomorphism of abelian groups. It follows that 0 is also a 
continuous map with respect to the natural p-adic topologies. This implies that 0 
is a Z, -isomorphism. In fact, first note that n ,rzO p”T(R) c n qzO Ker Y,~ = 
0. So, for every A=~~=,,A,~‘EE,, O&i,~p-1, and [S]ET(R) we 
have h[S] = lim(~~=o A,p’[S]). Therefore O( A[S]) = 1’;” O(~:‘,,, A,p’[S]) = 
lir$~~+ A,p@[S])) = A@$]). This completes the proof. Cl 
3. Cyclic p”-extensifw 
Throughout this section R is again a ring of characteristic p. 
By taking a look to the proofs in the former section we easily see that the 
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following results are included. The notation here is obvious; X = (X0, . . . , X,, _ 1 ) 
is a set of n indeterminates and the operations are considered in W,,(. . .). 
Theorem 3.1. (i) . . , a,,_# W,,(R). Then A, = R[X]I 
(X “_-X- a) is a q&z p,‘_bi&i k’ of R with the automorphism 7 defined by 
T(x)=x+~ it1 W,,(A,), where X=(X,,. . e ,x,~_,) and xi=Xi+(XX-X-a)E 
A** 
(ii) Let (B, p) be a cyclic p”-extension of R. Then there exists x E W,,(B) such 
that p(x) = x + 1. In addition, such an x verifies B = R[x] and xx - x E W,,(R), 
where R[x] means R[x,, . . . , x,,_ J. 
(iii) Let (B, p) be a ring exter n of R with an automorphism p. Then (B, p) is 
a cyclic p”-extension of R if an ly if there exists a E W,,(R) such that (B, p) is 
isomorphic to (A Q, T), where (A J, 7) is the extension constructed in (i). 
(iv) Let ( B, p) be a cyclic p’ks’tension of R. Then there exists a Z,-extension 
(S. (T) of R such that (B, p) is isomorphic to the cyclic p”-extension (S’“‘., +,,“). 
Proof. To get (i) repeat the p rts of the proof of Theorem 2.1 which are 
nec$sFary. For (ii) consider th finite tower RCBI=BPCR2=Bp2C=*eC 
B ” C B and argue as in Theorem 2.3. (iii) follows as in Corollary 2.4. To show 
(iv), take a = (a,, . . . , a,,_,)E such that (B, p)=(A,, T) and choose 
arbitrary elements a,, , a,,+ i, . . . . Put a’ = (a,, a,, . . . , a,,, . . .) E W(R) and 
(S, 0) = (S,., o), the canonical extension associated with a’. The proof is com- 
pleted by Theorem ‘. 1. 0 
Also, repetition of the arguments of Lemma 25 and Theorem 2.6 give the 
following. Here we denote by w,,(R) the quotient group W,,(R) /9 W,,(R), where 
9 W,,(R) = (a” - a: a E W,,(R)} and by @,, : 7’J R) * w,J R) the mapping defined 
as 0 in Theorem 2.6. 
Theorem 3.2. The mapping O,, : T,(R)4 w,(R) is a group isomorphism. Cl 
Remark 3.3. Theorem 3.1(i), (ii nd (iii), and T;“lleorem 3.2 are already con- 
tained in the literature ([ 13, Secti s 2 and 31; see also [4, Section 31). Neverthe- 
less, in [13] the author use coho logical methods. The proofs here are direct 
and elementary. 
Note that the mappings V an 7~ from W(R) into W(R) (resp. Wn (R) into 
W,,(R)) verify V(.Y W(R)) c 9 W(R) and (9 W(R))” c 9 W(R) (resp. 
V(P W,,(R)) C P W,(R) and (9 W,,(R))” c 9 W,(R)). Then they induce additive 
homomorphisms from w(R) into w(R) (resp. wJR) into w,(R)). We denote by u 
the mapping induced by V and simply by v again the mapping induced by 7r, 
either on w(R) or w,,(R). We easily get [alrr = [a] and ~([a]) = ~([a]~) = ~[a], for 
every ;a] E w(R) (resp. w,(R)). 
Ott Z,,-extettsiotts of cottwtutcrtiw rittgs 
Remark 3.4. Using the above results it is easy to see that we have the following 
commutative diagram with exact rows. The vertical arrows are the obvious 
isomorphisms 
O- Ker y,? 4 T(R)& T,,(R)-o 
I I ,I 
o- pNw(Rp---+ w(R)3 w,,(R)---*O, 
where y,:( [a,,, . . . , a,,_, , a,, , . . .]) = [Q,,, . . . , a,,_ J. It follows that Ker -I,,, = 
p”T(R) and hence T,,(R) = T(R)/p”T(R), for all n ~-0. 
Since T,(R) = w,(R) = RWR is a Z/p&vector space, if T,(R) # 0, it is free 
over h!pB. We now show that T,,(R) is also a free Zip’%module with essentially 
the same basis. Assume that T,(R) # 0 and fix a basis (r&, of R@R over ZlpZ. 
With this notation we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.5. T,,(R) = @,, (Zlp,‘B)O,~‘(u~), where (u:)i~l are free generators 
of w,(R) as Z lp,‘Z-module. Moreover, we may take u ] = [ai, 0, . . . , 0] E w,,(R), 
where ai E R is chosen with ai + ?PR = Ui in R/9 R, for every i E I. 
Proof. Suppose that for a finite family a,, . . . , a, and integers n,, . . . , tt,, 
05ni5pt’- 1, one of them at least nonzero, we have c:=l rZi[a;, 0, . . . ,O] = 0 in 
W,,(R). Write ni = Alip”-’ + l l l + Al,p”-‘, where OIA,iLp-l, En, and as- 
sume that there exists i with A,i # 0 and A,+r,k = 0 for every 15 r 5 n - I, 
k=l,..., s (eventually 1 may be equal to n). So we have 
O= ~ C hi,p”-‘[a,, 0, . . . , O] = [O, . . . ,o, c,,_,, - l ’ 1 c,J 9 
i=l j=l 
where c,,_, = Es= I Aria, and c,,_,+, , . . . , c,, _ I are in R. Hence there exists 
(b 0, * l l 7 b,,_,) E W’,,(R) such that (0, . . . ,O, c,,_,, . . . , c,,_~) = (b,,, . . . , b,,_,)rr - 
(b . , b,,_ 1 ). By applying to this 
W,& W,,_,_,(R) 
relation the natural epimorphism 
we get (b,, l . . , bn_,J= (b,, . . . , b,_,_,) and (0,. . . 4, 
C ,I-,T * * . 9 C,,_l)=(O,...,O, b,,_,,..., b,,_,)";(O,...,O, b,_,,..., b,,_l). It 
follows that c,,_, = b: _, - b,,_,. Consequently C’I=, A,;(“i + 9R) = 0 in RIPR, 
which contradicts the choice of (ai)iE,. Thus CiE, (Zlp”Z)u: = zlE, @(Z! 
p”Z)u:, where u 1 = [a,, 0, . . . , 01, i E I. 
NOW, denote by L the Z/p”&submodule of w,,(R) generated by (l&,. To 
complete the proof it is enough to show that [0, . . . , 0, yi, 0, . . . , 0] E L, for 
every yiER, O<isn-I. 
Let Y,,_~ E R. By the assumption there exists a finite subfamily a,, . . . , a,,, of 
( ) ‘i iEI’ integers A,, . . . , A,,, (OrAjrp-l) and rER with ~,,_~=El,)l=, Ajaj+ 
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1 p - r. Therefore [0, . . . , 0, y,,J = ~~=, hip’l-‘[ai, 0, . . . ,0] E L. Assume, by 
induction, that [0, . . . ,0, yi+,, . . . , y,J E L for every J’~+,~. . . y )),I+ in R and 
take y, E R. Then we have yi = c 1; 1 /#,.a, + sp - s, for some a,, . . . , a,, integers 
pp-*, pl (0 (: pi 5 p - 1) and s E R. Therefore 
(0 ,***, O9 yi, O, l l l 9 O) 
= $ /hjPi(lZj, 0,. . . 9 0) + (0,. . . , S, . . . ,O)" 
j=l 
for some di+l,. . . , d,_, in R, where s is in the ith position. Since 
lO,***,O,di+l,***, d,_ 1] is in L, it follows that [0, . . . , yi, . . . , 0] is also in L. 
This completes the proof. q 
Corollary 3.6. Assume that F is a finite field of characteristic p. Then T,,(R) = 
Z /p”Z, for any n 2 1. 
Proof. Consider the additive homomorphism (9 : F+ F defined by q(a) = ap - a, 
a E F. Then 9F = FIKer q, where Ker cp is the set of all the roots in F of the 
polynomial Yp - YE F[ I’]. Hence the number of elements of PF is pm-l, where 
1 FI = pm. Consequently the number of elements of FWF is p, i.e., dim,,,,,,(Fl 
9 F) = 1. The result follows from Theorem 3.5. Cl 
Examples 3.7. In order to describe T,(R), n 2 1, it suffices to exhibit a basis for 
R/P R as a Z/p&vector space, by Theorem 3.5. The result of Corollary 3.6 
extends trivially to any ring R of characteristic p with dim,,,,,,(RkM) = 1. We 
give here some other examples. 
(i) Let S = R[[X]] be the formal power series ring over R. Then SMS = Rl9R 
as a B/p&vector space. In fact, for any g= Cizl ciXi E S one has g= 
<c;=, &) - (z;=, gp’)p in S. The assertion follows trivially. SO, if (ai)iE, are in 
R and (ai +- ~R)i,l is a basis of RI9R, then (ai + gS)i,, is a basis of Sl9’S. 
(ii) Let S = R[ X] be the polynomial ring over R in one indeterminate X. 
Suppose that (Ui)iEI is a basis of RI!PR over ZlpZ, where U; = ai + PR, ai E R. 
Take a basis (bj)iEl’ for RP = {aP: a E R} as subspace of the Z/pZ-vector space 
R and complete it to a basis (bj)j~r’ U (bj)j~~l, of R over HlpZ. Put J = J’ U J’, 
B, = {ai + 9s: i E I> and for k 11, B, = {bjXk + 9’S: j E J} when (k, p) = 1 
and Bk = {bjXk + 95: j E J”} when (k, p) = p. Then one can easily see that 
.!3 = B, is a basis for over 
Let F be a field of characteristic and S = F((X)) the field 
over F. Recall that S = {c aiXi: ai E F ~2 E A basis for 
S@S be described similarly to example that 
subspace 1”~ PI S/9’S 5 
(S/Q/9(S’Z), S/Z- F[X- ‘I= as Z/p&vector spaces. 
If [A, a] E T,,(R), we put B = A”‘” ’ and we write $([A. (~1) = [B. olR] E 
T,,_ , (R) (recall that $ is just the homomorphism y,,.,,_ , : T,,(R)-, T,, _ , (R) as 
defined before Corollary 1.5). This induces an exact sequence of abelian groups 
(S) 
where K,,(R) = Ker + and 9 is the natural inclusion. The sequence (S) is just the 
sequence induced by the natural projection Zlp”Z+ Z/p’,- ‘Z [5, Theorem 31 and 
we have an isomorphism K,,(R) = T, (R). 
An explicit description of this isomorphism can be given as follows. If [B, p] E 
T,(R), then there exists a E R with O,([ B, p]) = [a]. We associate with [B, p] the 
class [A, o] E K,,(R) such that (A, o)=(R[X,,, . . . , X,,_,]l(X” - X - (0.. . . , 
0, a)), T), where X = (X,), . . . , X,, _ I ) and 7 is canonical. From now on we identify 
K,,(R) with T,(R) via this isomorphism. 
So the sequence (S) is equivalent to the following 
I (S ) O+ T,(R): T,,(R)z T,,_,(R)-+O. 
By using the isomorphisms Oi, i 2 1, it can be easily shown the sequence (S’) is 
equivalent to the following 
II 6 1 o+ w,(R)% w,#)s w,,_,(R)4 , 
where cp’[a] = [0, . . . ,O, a] and +‘[a,,, . . . , a,,_,] = [a,,, . . . , a,+]. These argu- 
ments give the following: 
Remark 3.8. (i) If T, (R) is zero, then T,,(R) is zero for all n 2 1. 
(ii) If T,(R) is nonzero, then T,,(R) contains an element of order p”, by 
Theorem 3.5. So in this case the exact sequence (S) does not split. 
Theorem 3.5 taught us to find an element of order p” in T,,(R). Actually, a 
more general result in this sense is the following, which can easily be proved. 
Proposition 3.9. Suppose that (a,,, a,, . . . , a,,_, ) E W,,; R). Then [a,, a,, . . . , 
a,, _ ,] is an element of order p,’ in w,,(R) if and only if [a,,] is nonzero in w,(R) = 
RIPR. Cl 
Corollary 3.10. Suppose that R is a field (resp. a connected ring) and a = 
( a,, a,, . . . , a ,,_, ) E W,i(R). Let (A,, T) be the canonical cyclic p”-extension of R 
constructed in Theorem 3.1(i). Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A, is a field (resp. a connected ring), 
(ii) X,P - Xi; - “i? is an irreducible polynomial in R[X,,], 
(iii) [A,, 71 is an ele,ment of order p” in T,,(R). 
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Proof. Suppose thdL 1s i field (resp. a connected ring). Since AzP = R[XJ I 
(XC - X0 - a,,), the equivalence between (i) and (ii) follows from 19, Theorems 
1.6 and 1.81. Also, (ii)@(iii) is a trivial consequence of Proposition 3.9. El 
4. Z,-extensions again 
The purpose of this section is to obtain some consequences of the results in the 
former one. The ring R is a ring of characteristic p again. The main result states 
that T(R) is the completion with respect to the p-adic topology of a free 
Z,-module. 
More precisely, suppose that (Ui)iEl is a basis of RPR over ZlpZ. Take ai E R 
such that ai + CPR = Ui in RLPR, for every i E I, and put UT = [ai, Q,O, . . .] E 
w(R). In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.5 we get that (u& is free 
over Zp. SO M = CiEl ~,U~ = Ci,,~iz Pu 7 is a free Z,-submodule of w(R) . We 
have the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.1. T(R) is the completion with respect to the p-adic topology 0-j its free 
Z,-submodule &@Z,W1(u~). 
Proof. Note that MIp”M z (Z,lp”Z,) 8 z M 2~ Ci~, CD (Z,IP”Z,)(U* + p”M) z 
Ci#Zj$(Elp"h)U: = w,,(R) = TJ R). Also, i”t is clear that for n > m the following 
diagram is commutative: 
M /p”M = w,,(R) = T,,(R) 
where the vertical arrows are the natural projections. Hence T(R) = 
lim T,,(R) = @ &Up”M = &I. 0 
Corollary 4.2. Assume that RlPR is a finite-dimensional vector space. Then T(R) 
is free over h, with the finite basis (o-‘(ur))i,l* In particular, T(F) =Z, as 
Z,-module, for any finite field F of characteristic p. 
Proof. From [ 1, Proposition 10.131, &I = M when I is a finite set. Thus T(R) = M 
is free. The particular case is obvious from Corollary 3.6. Cl 
mark 4.3. If R is a field (resp. a connected ring) and S = U nlr) R, is a 
Z,-extension of R, then S is a field (resp. a connected ring) if and only if R, is a 
field (resp. a connected ring), for all n 2 1. This is equivalent to the condition: R, 
is a field (resp. a connected ring). by [9, Theorem 1.81. So in this case all the 
elements (0 - “( 
Corollary 3.10. 
with a basis con 
in The~rcm 3.1 arc fields (resp. connected rings). by 
cc, when dim ,z ,,,(RG’R) c *. _ T(R) is a free &,-module 
,-extensions which are fiel s (resp. connecte 
Remark 4.4. Fi , we exhibit normal basis for ,-extensions of a ring of 
characteristic p ,-extension (S = u,,,,, R,, . ) of R is said fs kve 
a rzormal basis o-J has a normal basis over for every !I zz 0. An 
element 2 = (z,,, t 1 q . . .) E W(S) is said to getter@& a rronnnl basis of S over R if 
z, generates R, 3 free R(o,,)-module of rank 1, for all II =” 0. By [7, Proposition 
2.101, if R is a r such that p is in the Jacobson radical of R (in particular, if the 
characteristic of is p) and A is a Galois extension of R with a p-group G. then 
an element a E A Tenerates a normal basis of A over R if and only if tr&) is a 
unit in R. So a ic p”-extension of a ring R of characteristic p always has a 
normal basis. C quently , every Z,-extension of R has a normal basis. 
We can easily exhibit a normal basis for any H,-extension (S, V) of R. In 
fact, if x = (x,,. x, , . . .) E W(S) is such thar G(S) =x+ 1, then 
( a,, X0 p-l, (x,x,)P- +. . . . , (x,,x, l l l x,,_JY . . .) E W(S) generates a normal basis 
for every unit a,, R. It suffices to observe that trUt,((x,,x, l 8 l A-,,_,)~-‘) = (-I)“. 
Another way to et a normal basis is the following. Since the trace mapping 
tr P”-’ : R,,-, R,,+ mrr is surjective. given a,, E R there exists Q = (a,,. a,. . . .) E W(S) 
with a,I E R,, and tr.,;“-‘(aJ = a,,_, , for all f~ 2 1 
if and only if a,, is a unit in R. 
. Then a generates a normal basis 
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